INTRODUCTION
In my study, I investigated the possible methods for the local utilization of petroleum coke, which can serve as a delayed coking technology at the Danube Refinery. The processing results 300 kilotons petroleum coke per year which is difficult to place and store. Examining the internationally used solutions and considering the high heat and electricity consumption, I have chosen the establishment of a fluidized bed-fired extraction-condensing steam power plant, which is able to cover the heat and electricity demands of the refinery as well as reducing the energy dependence and the cost saving compare to the current situation. This power plant solution is the object of my further investigation.
PETROLEUM PROCESS RESIDUE: PETROLEUM COKE
In the first section of my investigation, I concluded that this petroleum process residue is an excellent fuel, more over it can be better than anthracite in certain properties. In general, it can be stated that it has lower content of ash compared to other sort of coals used for firing. In the context of moisture volatility, it is also more useful. That is the reason why it has a higher heating value which could reach more than 30 MJ/kg. Furthermore the desulphurization of the flue gas could be cost effective because of the very low sulfur content. According to previous studies it has no harmful effect on the living organisms [1, 2, 3].
APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES
As the demanded high temperature technology steam and electrical power, in the present case, the applied combined heat and electricity generation is called industry CHP technology, which is used typically in chemical industries; refineries; iron, metal and glass production.
The applied prime power machine is an extraction -condensing steam turbine. One great advantage of it is that it enables flexible operation compared to the back pressure turbine. The generated heat and electricity could change independently within the limits of operating range. Application of extraction -condensing steam turbine is an obvious choice as approximately constant huge amount of electric power and minimal changing steam are expected [4] .
Regarding the fuel consumption, my choice fell on the coal-based fluidized boiler. Today the FBC technology shows increasing application in modern coal combustion, particularly in Central and Eastern Europe as in addition to coal and lignite, there is an opportunity to fire forestry and agricultural residues. This technology provides less, about 780-900 o C bed temperature, than conventional boilers which is below the most of the inorganic materials' melting and ignition temperature resulting highly beneficial harmful emission. The evolved bed turbulence improves the combustion and the heat transfer, for that reason we can use variable fuel composition, among others low quality and high mineral and moisture content forestry and agricultural residues [5] .
In the case of Danube Refinery, based on the above fact, there is an opportunity to save further money and make further profit by utilization of other refinery residues, waste or even surrounding gathered forestry and agricultural residues in addition to the petroleum coke.
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE PLANNED POWER PLANT'S ENERGY SYSTEM
In order to obtain a valid picture of the economical calculations and because of the complex energy system, it needs to be designed in a program. The applied designer program is called Cycle-Tempo which is able to analyze, optimize and monitor the thermodynamics of the energy conversion system with providing an extensive and validated library that includes conventional, innovative systems and components.
Firstly I carried out preliminary basic manual calculations. It determined the approximate size of the actual planned power plant (to be planned) without extraction, just as a general condensing power plant [6] . If 8,000 operating hours and, an amount of 300 ktons petroleum coke with 30 MJ/kg heating value are assumed for a year, the capacity of the condensing power plant is 117 MW. After that I chose a similar sized heating plant system from scientific literature and an existing steam turbine (Siemens SST 600) from the market, which formed the basis for my model [7, 8] .
When designing the condensing power plant, I applied the baseline data and relied on empirical and literature values to set the different equipments. To increase the efficiency of the cyclic process, I applied feed water heater system as the most effective way. This system is heated by using extraction steam from the turbine. As a result, the condensing steam power plant can reach 127 MW electric power. Thereafter I designed the extraction-condensing steam power plant with establishing an extraction on the previous designed turbine, which serves the required 13 bar pressure and 280 0 C temperature technology steam to the refinery. The next step was that I examined the operating model in rated and part load. Figure 1 shows the completed model that includes the following main components [9, 10] : Based on it, I could determine the connection between extraction technology steam and the generated electricity. It was important to be able to calculate how much electrical power belongs to the particular demand steam mass flow with constant petroleum coke firing.
COORDINATED OPERATION OF THE PLANNED POWER PLANT AND THE REFINERY'S BOILER PLANT

Technology steam analysis
At present, the technology steam demand of the Danube Refinery is provided by internal and external sources. The internal source covers utilization of generated steam in the heat recoveries. This steam is gained from product heat, as well as from utilization of the flue gases. As these are sources of constantly operating processes, the further demand is covered by external sources namely the Danube Power Plant and the Refinery's own five 50 t/h capacity partially fuel oil fired (produced by the refinery) and partially gas steam boilers.
The annual fuel consumption is covered from 43% gas and the rest from 56% cheaper fuel oil. Based on my calculation, the amount of the purchased technology steam for one year is 313 800 t while the whole/total demand is 745 320 t.
After that, I determined the amount of the extraction by using the total external steam demand duration diagram. For the economical and optimal operation of the power plant, an approximately constant extraction and a high level exploitation rate is needed in a year. In addition, it is worth to eliminate purchasing from the Danube Power Plant completely and utilize the power plant extraction as much as possible instead of the boiler plant due to the high gas price and relatively cheaper petroleum coke compared to the gas.
According to my calculation and considering the described statements, to meet the required consumption, the variable amount of steam (up to 90 t/h) is needed to be served by the extraction-condensing power plant and operating of 4 of the 5 steam boilers as shown in figure 2. Determining the consumption of boiler plant combustion heat, I concluded that the operation of these boilers can be solved with cheaper and available heating oil without applying natural gas combustion because of the decreased demand. As the result of these the steam service of the Danube Power Plant and the 5. own steam boiler can be eliminated.
Electricity analysis
Investigating the average electricity consumption, the refinery annually purchases 585 731 MWh electricity for 24,57 Ft/kWh price. In comparison, according to my calculation the planned power plant generates 887 176 MWh electricity, parallel to the serviced steam. This electricity covers the needs of the refinery with the exception of the maintenance season when 57 505 MWh is needed to purchase. Moreover there is 358 949 MWh extra electricity, which can be sold on the electricity market. 
ECONOMICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE PLANNED POWER PLANT
Planned Power plant's costs
Based on my economical calculation, the generated electricity cost of the 87 billion Ft investment cost planned power plant is 18,99 Ft/kWh (without petroleum coke costs: 11,82 Ft/kWh), which covers the cost of serviced steam (in case of heat cost 11,28 Ft/kWh) [11] . The table 1 shows the baseline data for the carried out calculations. 
Comparison of electricity generation cost in different types of power plants
I compared the production cost of electricity generation with the newly installed power plants instead of the obsolete power plants which are in great majority. In order to obtain a valid picture, I examined different types of power plants in the same condition. Based on table 1 , it became justified that the petroleum coke fired power plant has the most favorable production cost compared with other types of power plants that is why we can talk about a really viable power plant concept.
Determination of the annual cost saving at Danube Refinery
By using the reported information and my previous calculation, I determined the annual current operating cost, which is 16,96 billion Ft. While this cost can be reduced to 7,97 billion Ft by the establishing of power plant and changing operation as shown in table 2. So it means a very high 53,02 % cost saving. 
Sensitivity analysis of the cost saving
The production cost of the available and calculated primer and seconder energies highly depend on the current economic situation as we have experienced in the case of the gas price. So the question is how much cost saving will be realised by the investment after the 3-year installation period.
The petroleum coke has an unpredictable stock price and it represents a large part in the current annual cost. The amount of the investment cost is also a large part. In addition, according to the experts, the price of the CO 2 emission will change greatly in the future.
The current stable purchasing and selling electricity price is only ostensible and not sustainable. The European and also the Hungarian power plants have high average age which means that the investment cost has depriciated over many years. As a result, it can serve electricity at lower costs with low efficiency and significantly harmful emissions immobilizing the sales of the newly built power plants. According to the predictions, it is certain that there will be an increase in electricity price in the future. Therefore I carried out a sensitivity analysis in the context of the 4 mentioned quantities. Based on my analysis, it can be determined that cost saving is most affected by the changing of the electricity price considering the examined factors. Because of the expected trend a further 16,24 % cost saving can be realized with a 30 % increase of electricity price.
Investment financing
In the last part of my investigation, I determined what maturity and own contribution/credit ration can be financed by the planned investment [12] . One of the most important requirement of the financing from the perspective of the bank is that the so-called debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) must be minimum 1,15. So based on this fact and considering 20 years economic lifetime (the technical lifetime is considerably longer; more than 40 years according to the literature in this case), as well as calculating with an 4,5 % interest rate, the investment can be financed with a very favorable 96 % bank credit part and 10-year term with the assumed cost savings. In the case of 30 % electricity price increasing it can be achieved with a 5 -year term and 82 % bank credit part. At worst it can be solved with 51% bank credit part and 5 -year term as shown in figure 3. 5year,0% 5year,+10% 5year,+20% 5year,+30%
10year,0% 10year,+10% 10year,+20% 10year,+30%
SUMMARY
In conclusion, it can be stated that the establishment of the petroleum coke fired steam power plant can be a beneficial solution for the Danube Refinery because it results in a high degree reduction in energy dependence and cost saving, as well the investment can be financed with a very favorable bank credit in short term.
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